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ABSTRACT
The evolution of named entities affects exploration and retrieval tasks in digital libraries. An information retrieval
system that is aware of name changes can actively support
users in finding former occurrences of evolved entities. However, current structured knowledge bases, such as DBpedia
or Freebase, do not provide enough information about evolutions, even though the data is available on their resources,
like Wikipedia. Our Evolution Base prototype will demonstrate how excerpts describing name evolutions can be identified on these websites with a promising precision. The descriptions are classified by means of models that we trained
based on a recent analysis of named entity evolutions on
Wikipedia.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content
Analysis and Indexing

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation, Languages, Verification

Keywords
Named Entity Evolution, Wikipedia, Semantics

1.

INTRODUCTION

Digital libraries profit from external resources as information source for enriching existing data. This additional
knowledge supports users in exploration and information retrieval (IR) tasks. As documents in libraries have been created at different times and eras, current as well as historical knowledge is required, besides information about the
evolution. Especially changed names of entities can drastically affect key word search on older texts. IR systems
that are aware of current and former names together with
the date of the change can actively support users in finding former occurrences of evolved entities. However, while

current facts about an entity are available on several knowledge bases, historical knowledge and evolution information
are difficult to obtain. We demonstrate a system that provides evolution descriptions, automatically extracted from
unstructured websites.
An important knowledge source for many applications is
Linked Data. With the Semantic Web many knowledge
bases consisting of Linked Data have emerged. They provide
information of all kinds of entities, which are either manually maintained or automatically extracted from websites.
An often used resource for the extraction is Wikipedia. Even
though Wikipedia provides quite extensive knowledge, this
is largely unstructured and hard to exploit in an automatic
way. Therefore, knowledge bases such as DBPedia, 1 Freebase 2 and Yago 3 focus on available structured information,
like info boxes on Wikipedia. While these contain current
facts and even some historical data, like former names, they
rarely include evolution information, e.g., when and why a
name changed. This leads to the lack of evolution data in
the above knowledge bases.
In previous work we found that evolution information are
available on Wikipedia, yet hidden in the text and not easy
to parse [1]. We analyzed Wikipedia regarding name evolution of entities. The aim was to understand whether or not
Wikipedia can be used as a resource of named entity evolutions. By incorporating lists of name changes, consisting of
preceding as well as succeeding names and dates, we identified 62.3% to be mentioned in the corresponding Wikipedia
articles. Moreover, we showed that 79.7% of them are mentioned in excerpts consisting of less than three sentences.
Based on our findings we trained classifiers to automatically detect these excerpts in Wikipedia articles and other
websites. Our Evolution Base demonstrator extracts potential excerpts and classifies them on the fly for a given
Wikipedia query or website URL. The excerpts classified as
describing an evolution are presented as a timeline of the corresponding entity in chronological order, based on the first
year identified within a text. Our demonstration is available
on http://evobase.L3S.de/DL2014 demo.

2.

APPROACH

The approach we implemented in our demonstration is
based on the analysis results presented in [1]. In this paper we introduced the terminology of sentence distance of a
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Figure 1: Screenshot of the Evolution Base demo
application showing the results for query Saint Petersburg.
name evolution within an excerpt. It denotes the distance of
the first and the last sentence spanned by the components of
a name change: preceding name, succeeding name and the
change date. As we found more than two-third of all name
changes covered within a sentence distance up to 2, we created three training sets for the three excerpt lengths and
one consisting of all excerpts, resulting in four classification
models.

Data
Every dataset consists of the positive examples that we extracted from Wikipedia and a random sample of negative
examples, which are the remaining excerpts of same length
from the considered articles. Besides the length we required
all excerpts to have certain properties that are characteristic for evolution excerpts. They need to contain at least two
names (i.e., preceding and succeeding name) and a year (i.e.,
the change date). In order to ensure that a change spans
the whole excerpt and is not contained in a shorter excerpt
within the long one, we required the first and the last sentence of an excerpt to contain one of the three components.
For excerpts of distance 0, first and last sentence are the
same. In order to identify names, we annotated the words
of a sentence using a part-of-speech tagger and considered
proper nouns as names. Before extracting the features, all
names (N) and years (Y) were replaced by special tokens in
order to generalize the excerpts and focus the classification
on the mere structure. The same procedure is performed
on the fly to select and prepare excerpts from the queried
websites or Wikipedia articles.

Classification
As features we used all ordered word pairs in the excerpts
that were identified as describing an evolution. In the sentence “N evolved and was renamed N in Y” this would be
N-evolved, N-was, . . . , was-renamed, . . . , in-Y. In contrast
to n-grams, particularly bigrams, the advantage is that we

can recognize patterns like “N ... renamed N ... Y ” (pairs:
N-renamed, renamed-N, renamed-Y ) even though a name
and the term renamed do not occur next to each other in
our example.
The system can work with any classification method, simply by exchanging the model files. For each sentence distance we can specify which classifiers should be used. If
more than one classifier is specified, all of them need to
classify an excerpt as describing an evolution in order to
present it in the result. This dynamic approach enabled us
to try different classifiers and combinations. We found the
best results achieved by a SVM classifiers that we trained
using the SMO algorithm [2]. A 10-folds cross-validation of
the resulted models has shown that they correctly classify
between 80.9% and 93.4% excerpts on the four datasets. To
further improve the results, for each distance we combine
the specific classifier with the one that we trained on all
distances. Although this lowers the recall by filtering out
excerpts that have been correctly classified as describing an
evolution by one classifier, more importantly, it filters out
the false positive classified excerpts and thus leads to a better precision on identifying evolutions. Since the on-the-fly
extraction and classification is a very time-consuming task
and took up to a minute in our tests, we cache the results
to enable an immediate response on recurring queries.
The results of the query Saint Petersburg are shown in
Figure 2. The presented excerpts were extracted from the
corresponding Wikipedia article and classified as potential
evolutions. Such results can be used in a digital library to
give users insights into entity evolutions. Other interesting
examples are Mumbai, Malawi, Edo, Muhammad Ali, Microsoft Kinect and more.

3.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Our Evolution Base demonstrator shows that excerpts describing name evolutions of entities can be identified with a
promising precision. As we solely had geographic name evolution data available for the analysis in [1], the classifiers in
our demo also perform best on these. However, it also shows
that the same patterns can identify name evolutions of different entity types, for instance persons, such as Muhammad Ali. The system we developed is a first step towards
a knowledge base that covers all kinds of evolutions and
would augment existing Linked Data sources with evolution
information. In future work we want to investigate different
features and classification methods in order to improve the
results further. Once we reach a reliably high precision we
are able to identify more name changes, which can lead to
new excerpts and patterns to extend our training sets. The
next step is then to identify the components of a name evolution within the extracted excerpt and provide the results
in a structured form.
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